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People & Print

KBA COMMANDER
Superlative Web Offset Press for Colour Newspapers
and Semi-commercials
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The Commander’s modern, ergonomic design
provides an ideal working environment

The double-wide Commander can be
configured as four-high towers of Htype units or as nine-cylinder satellites
with non-reversible units for 4/4.

ur high-performance Commander
is the press of choice for leading
newspaper publishing houses
worldwide. Its advanced level of
automation, easy handling, high net
production output and superb print
quality have redefined the standard
at the top end of the market. It is
available in two widths: four plates
across or six plates across.

Engineered for durability, stability and
quality, the Commander has a maximum
rated production output of 90,000cph
non-collect and a maximum web width
of 2000mm (78.74in). There is a choice
of cylinder circumferences from 900 to
1260mm (35.43 - 49.6in) to support all
the customary international formats.

O

The nine-cylinder satellite version
of the Commander 6/2 can also be
configured for a maximum web width
of 2400mm (94.5in). If you’re in the
high-volume/high-pagination business
(48 broadsheet pages or more) this
can deliver substantial benefits in
the form of cost savings for capital
investment, overheads and manning.
If a collect capability is not an
essential then a four-by-one version of
our satellite Commander, with doublesize blanket cylinders and proven KBA
minigaps, offers the option of two-page
jumps and reduces plate consumption
compared to a 4/2 press in straight
production.
The logical modular design, with
distributed controls at sub-assembly
level and shaftless KBA DriveTronic
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press Design

Peak Productivity
Double or triple wide

drives, allows the press to be
customised to suit your own individual
production scenario. Extensions or
retrofits can be added easily at any
time. The Commander can also be
integrated into a digital workflow via a
RIP interface to pre-press, an in-house
production planning and control system
and an automated paper logistics
systems such as KBA Patras A.

4/1

More and more publishing houses are
equipping their Commander 4/2 tower
presses with heatset facilities to
address the growing market for semicommercials (colour supplements, flyers
etc). Specially modified presses with
arch-type printing units and web widths
of up to two metres (78.74in) are also
used to print full-colour telephone
directories.

4/2

As a means of enhancing productivity
on an ongoing basis we offer a Total
Efficiency Management package (TEM),
a holistic concept providing customer
care, training, automation features and
bespoke services aimed at optimising
press performance while minimising
down times, running costs and
maintenance costs over the entire
service life of the press line.

6/2
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press Drives

Shaftless Drives
KBA DriveTronic

Below: direct AC drive for the folder

he DriveTronic shaftless drive
system, which features a dedicated
AC servo motor for each printing couple
and impression cylinder in a satellite,
is at the cutting edge of technology
and offers some compelling benefits:
easier operation, faster makereadies, a
consistently uniform web tension and
print quality, and less maintenance and
waste.

T

Practice-proven
KBA leads the field in shaftless drive
technology, with thousands of
DriveTronic drives currently in operation
on newspaper and commercial presses
worldwide. The AC motors and
controllers fitted as a standard in KBA
presses are manufactured by Bosch
Rexroth. They have proven their
reliability a million times over in
high-volume production.
AC drive for the RTF

Uniform concept
AC drives are fitted throughout the
press: at the reelstands, infeed unit,
draw rollers in the superstructure and
at the folder. Alongside the benefits
mentioned above they also cut energy
consumption, shorten commissioning
times, reduce machine noise and
eliminate the need for maintenanceintensive clutches and gears. Additional
modules can be simply ‘plugged’ into
existing press lines.
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Above: drive side of a Commander press showing
one dedicated, water-cooled AC motor per couple
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Below: shaftless DriveTronic drive system
on a Commander satellite press
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Compact conventional four-high towers of H-type
units

Seite 6

he choice of colour impositions
offered by the 4/2 tower version of
the Commander supports cost-effective
two- and four-colour print production
in an outstanding quality with straightforward web leads. Towers are the
configuration of choice outside Europe
and increasingly popular within Europe.

T

Here our new Commander CT (see
separate brochure) is sure to accelerate
this trend.
Easy handling
The four-high version of the 4/2
Commander supports the widespread
shift towards less complex presses
which are easy to handle. The identical
positioning of the cylinder gaps in the
left- and right-hand printing couples,
for example, allows plates to be

Left: five-high tower of H-type units, on-the-fly
imprinting in the lower unit
Centre: four-high tower with straightforward
web leads for 4/4
Right: four-high tower with two webs for 2/2
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press H-type Printing Units

Exceptional Colour Capability
Four-high towers of H-type units

mounted much faster. The four-high
tower is economical to operate, yet
delivers a high volume of top-quality
prints. Its lower capital cost and
simpler technology make it a viable
alternative to satellites, especially for
small and medium newspaper formats.

Fast makeready
Dispensing with an impression cylinder
enables the web to be printed in four
colours blanket-to-blanket with
straightforward vertical web leads.
Makeready and washing cycles are
completed faster, and webbing up is

H-type printing unit
1
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Blanket cylinder
Plate cylinder
Forme roller
Ink distributor
Distributor roller
Film roller
Duct roller
Ink trough
Spray bar
Dampening roller
Chrome roller
Plate dampener

much easier, which reduces preparation
times and crew workload. The dedicated
printing-couple drives double as
auxiliary drives for plating up, preinking and washing.
The side frames have box-type profiles
for torsional rigidity and durability. All
the cylinders are made of precisionforged steel and protected against
corrosion by a special surface coating.
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KBA Commander 6/2 satellite press

hort web paths and printing
sequences on nine-cylinder
Commander satellites virtually
eliminate fan-out and thus the need
for circumferential register control.
Registration during full-colour
production is one hundred per cent
accurate and the image quality
delivered is correspondingly high.

S
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Fast makeready
A choice of quick-action plate locks
or pneumatic plate clamping with
automatic plate changing supports
high-speed edition changes. Both are
suitable for double-spread plates. The
register system guarantees register-true
plate mounting. During makeready each
printing couple, and thus each cylinder
pair, can be rotated independently
for plating up, ink changes, blanket
washing etc. The cylinders are
automatically set and positioned in
register via the drive controls prior to
production start-up. The plate cylinders
can be remotely adjusted laterally and
circumferentially from the console. The
plate cylinders can be accessed easily
at all times, regardless of the specified
web lead.

For the blanket cylinders there is a
choice of a conventional blanket with
a bar and spindle clamping system or
minigaps with metal blanket plates,
which deliver an outstanding print
quality and extend blanket life while
minimising maintenance and changing
times. The blanket cylinders accept two
to three blanket plates side by side.
As an option the KBA Commander can
be fitted with automatic cylinder
washing units.
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press Satellite Printing Units

Precise Colour Registration
with nine-cylinder satellites

4/2 tower with nine-cylinder satellite units

Nine-cylinder satellite printing unit
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Impression cylinder
Blanket cylinder
Plate cylinder
Forme roller
Ink distributor
Distributor roller
Film roller
Duct roller
Ink trough
Spray bar
Dampening roller
Chrome roller
Plate dampener
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press Inking Unit

Brilliant Colour Reproduction
Inking units with undershot ink knives

he film inking units on the
Commander are configured with
undershot ink knives and, as an option,
automatic ink pumping. They promote a
uniform application of ink and respond
swiftly to changes in inking commands.

T

Undershot inking unit
The ink is taken up from the undershot
ink trough by the duct roller. Digitally
controlled refined steel knives meter
the film onto the roller in precise
conformity with the image. The film is
then transferred by the film roller to
the roller train and thence to the plate.

Commander printing couples deliver a superb
printing quality while minimising waste
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The optional automatic ink pumping
system feeds the black and process inks
directly to the undershot troughs via
feed bars. Level sensors monitor the
volume of ink in the troughs. There is
a choice of one-piece or sectioned
troughs.
The duct roller and ink knife can be
accessed easily by simply pivoting the
pneumatic blade holder. The rollers in
the inking unit are cleaned by a wiper
blade. An automatic washing system
for the inking unit is available as a
chargeable extra.

Seite 11

The Commander is fitted as standard
with RollerTronic automatic roller locks
that allow individual rollers or all the
roller trains in an entire press section
to be set from the console with
absolute precision in just a few
minutes. Roller throw-on is set by
predefining not the distance to be
travelled, but the pressure to be

applied in accordance with individual
reference values, and the setting is
then mechanically locked. This ensures
greater precision and a more consistent
print quality while reducing roller
abrasion and energy consumption.
It also eliminates tedious, timeconsuming manual adjustments and
reduces the amount of maintenance
work required at the printing units.
As a result RollerTronic is far superior
to any other automatic roller locks on
the market.

1
2
3
4

5

How the automatically adjustable
roller bearing functions
1 Pressure chamber for roller throw-off
2 Pressure chamber for setting roller relative
to ink distributor
3 Locking mechanism (after automatic setting)
4 Pressure chamber for setting roller relative
to plate cylinder
5 Module for controlling setting direction
and chamber pressure

10 11
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The Commander 6/2 sports semi-automatic plate
changers for fast and easy plating up

Seite 12

he dampening unit is just as
important as the inking unit in
influencing the quality of the print
and the volume of waste. Here, too,
the Commander incorporates frontline
technology.

T

Presetting
Remotely adjustable ink keys with
analogue feedback to the console are
a standard feature on KBA inking units.
Automatic presetting of the inking
units (ink knives, duct-roller speed)
and pre-inking of the ink train up to
the printing plate help cut start-up
waste. A digital workflow with RIP
interface and direct data transfer from
pre-press for presetting the inking and
dampening units is the current state of
the art and a popular option.

Low-maintenance triple-roller system
The quick-response spray dampeners in
the Commander are easy to access and
maintain. They reduce start-up waste
and promote a consistently high print
quality by ensuring a rapid ink/water
balance and uniform dampening during
production.
Fine metering with eight or
twelve spray nozzles
The fount solution in the dampening
unit is transferred via a cylinder-wide
spray bar with eight spray nozzles
(two per broadsheet page) or twelve on
the Commander 6/2. This meters the
solution with the finest precision onto
the rubber-coated dampening roller
prior to transfer by the chrome roller
to the plate dampener. Metering is
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press Dampening Unit

Waste Control
Spray dampeners

regulated by controlling the impulses
to each individual nozzle. The outer
nozzles can be regulated separately to
eliminate marginal toning. Dampening
feed is adjusted via the characteristic
curves for press speed. Individual
corrections can be made by remote
control from the console. The contactfree transfer of the fount solution
virtually eliminates the risk of
contamination. Each press section has
a dedicated water-preparation unit
which also mixes in the additives. As
an option the water temperature and
mixing ratios can be displayed at the
console for monitoring purposes.

1

5
4
3
Spray dampening unit
1
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2

8-nozzle spray bar
Dampening roller
Dampening distributor roller, driven
Plate dampener
Plate cylinder
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The automatic chain web-up system with rails and
diverters on the drive side accelerates makeready

Seite 14

he automatic chain web-up system,
which is installed on the drive side,
incorporates all the relevant web leads
for the prespecified production runs.

T

Flexible webbing-up
The webs are drawn into the press
from the reelstand to the turner bars
or formers, or over the formers, by a
web-up chain and diverter system.
The automatic system can feed in webs
individually or collectively. For semicommercial production it can even
thread in webs via the dryer. This
reduces makeready times and facilitates
operation.
Uniform web tension with DriveTronic
Maintaining an optimum web tension
throughout the production run is key
to achieving a consistently high print
quality and low waste rate. DriveTronic
shaftless drives are much more effective

than conventional drives because their
integrated electronic compensation
curves help counteract fluctuations in
web tension during press run-up and
slow-down. Mechanical devices for
maintaining a precise circumferential
register are no longer necessary.
KBA Basko
Our Basko web-tension control system
furnishes the press operator with
an effective tool for setting and
monitoring the specified web tension.
With Basko, the actual web tension
throughout the press is indicated on
the console screen, enabling the
operator to intervene rapidly should
the need arise. The display takes the
form of standardised bar charts, which
means that the values indicated apply
even if the web width is changed but
the stock type remains the same. As a
rule there are four measuring points
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press Web Leads

Optimum Web Tension
Measuring and regulating systems
7
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along the length of the web: between
the infeed unit and the printing unit,
between the printing unit and the draw
roller in front of the turner bars, and
between the draw roller and the RTF
for each of the two ribbons.
Web tension at the reelstand can be
set from the console. Prior to entry
into the printing units web tension is
regulated via a remotely adjustable
infeed unit with AC drive. A measuring
and regulating system maintains a
uniform web tension even during
changes in production speed.
Low-mass idler rollers promote a
trouble-free web run and minimise
cut-off misregister during changes in
press speed. Photoelectric sensors are
positioned throughout the press to
monitor web run. In the event of a
web break the press is brought to an

M = dedicated AC drive

Basko web-tension control system
1 Basic tension, can be set at reelstand
and console
2 Infeed with AC drive
3 Measuring roller 1
4 Web-catcher roller
5 Measuring roller 2
6 AC motor for draw roller
7 Measuring rollers 3 and 4

immediate stop, all the cylinders are
moved to ‘impression OFF’ and the
in-running, broken web is severed.

8 AC motors for ribbon-gathering roller,
intermediate roller and RTF
9 AC motors for draw rollers
beneath former
10 Variable-speed gearing with
3-phase drive for draw roller in folder
11 Diameter enlarger for collecting cylinder

built-in measuring and regulating
points. It also harmonises the tension
of each web relative to the others.

Optional features include a KBA
WebTronic self-regulating web-tension
control system which monitors the
situation at former infeed and
automatically sets the optimum level
of tension for each web via numerous

14 15
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Easy-access turner bars in the superstructure

Value added for advertisers: KBA's patented*
Zip’n’Buy capability – a "zip" in the newspaper
created by a length perforator at former infeed
*patent no. EP1040013B1

Seite 16

he superstructure on the Commander
combines convenient handling and
fast makeready with a rugged design.
A wide choice of optional features and
the production-oriented configuration
of the rollers and turner bars deliver a
high level of flexibility in structuring
the newspaper. They include three
options for handling variable web

T

widths: a turning capability in the
superstructure, a ribbon mover and
laterally adjustable formers. These
allow the press to handle broadsheet
titles with different format widths and
tabloid titles with different format
heights.
Flexibility in routine production
Easy-access slitters on the draw rollers
in the turner-bar frame enable the web
to be slit into half-width ribbons or, as
an option, into quarter- and half-width
ribbons. The scissor-like action ensures
a sharp, clean cut with virtually no
dust. The ribbons are monitored by
photoelectric sensors as they are
guided to the former infeed via airblown turner bars. The draw rollers at
the turner bars, the ribbon-gathering
rollers and the RTF are all remotely
adjustable. The turner bars can be
preset from the console.
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press Superstructure

Production Diversity
Customised configurations

Optional extras for greater production flexibility
include modules for half-covers (left) and spadias
with 7/8 or 3/8 ribbons

Raft of optional extras
To support an even broader choice of
production options we offer a raft of
extras that includes bay-window rollers
for inverting half-webs, and modules
for reinverting complete webs or
inserting and reinverting ribbons in
the turner-bar frame. The double deck
(with choice of two pairs of turner
bars instead of four) enables the web
to be guided to the left or the right
over the former without repositioning
the turner bars. Another option for
reducing crew workload allows the
turner bars to be positioned by remote
control from the console. The page
count for the individual signatures
can be adjusted quickly and easily
to changes in specifications. During
edition changes this delivers
substantial time savings compared to
manual conversion.

To prevent paper jams in the printing
towers following a web break in the
superstructure, web-catcher rollers
located after the printing-couple exit
divert the web out of the tower until
the press is brought to a halt. A colour
and/or cut-off register control can also
be installed upon request.

16 17
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press Folder

High-Precision Folding
Choice of four folders

e offer a choice of folders and
folder superstructures to support
diverse production scenarios.

W

Folder superstructure
The standard constellation is two
adjacent formers on the 4/2 and 4/1
versions of the Commander, and three
on the 6/2 version, but presses can
also be configured with several formers
side by side or four formers in a balloon
arrangement. An optional cantilevered
version affords even easier access.
Dedicated AC drives for the draw and
transfer rollers promote optimum
control of web tension. Additional
equipment includes length and cross
perforators to create tear-off sections
(Zip’n’Buy), a length gluing unit, a
skip slitter and a ribbon stitcher for
delivering stitched magazines in
straight production or newspapers
with stitched inserts.

Folders
There is a choice of four cutting-edge
folders, each of them engineered for a
specific output and page count. Our
KF 3 folder has a cylinder ratio of 2:3:3
to offer all the benefits of cylinders
with equal segments. It has a maximum
hourly output of 80 broadsheet pages
or (in straight production) 75,000
copies. Our heavy-duty KF 5 folder
with a 2:5:5 cylinder ratio can handle
up to 120 pages at an output of up
to 90,000 copies per hour straight.
Our new high-end folder, the KF 7,
is engineered for 144 broadsheet pages
or 90,000 copies per hour. The RF 3
gear folder can process copies with
up to 160 broadsheet pages.

Heavy-duty KF 5 folder
The folder most commonly configured
with the Commander is the heavy-duty
KF 5 which, in conjunction with the
optimised copy delivery featuring a
10-pocket paddle wheel, guarantees
precise delivery even at high press
speeds. Copy-to-copy distance in the
copy stream can be adjusted to the
speed of the finishing line.
All KBA folders are highly automated
and fully embedded in the DriveTronic
shaftless drive system and the press
presetting system. The diameter of
the folding cylinder can be infinitely
adjusted pneumatically to copy
thickness, either at the folder itself or
from the console. Over- and underfold
adjustment is also integrated in the
presetting and control systems.
Conversion between collect and
non-collect mode is actuated by push-
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button directly at the folder or via the
presetting controls at the console.
Options include the ability to set the
folding jaws automatically on the run.
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Labour-saving features such as folder
presetting, the logging of actual values,
remote operation, integrated control
mechanisms and special infeed systems

If desired, the KF 5 folder can be fitted
with a single or dual quarterfold facility
and/or a section stitcher for delivering
stitched magazines in collect and noncollect mode. Razor-sharp folds, a high
level of reliability, a long service life,
reduced maintenance (eg thanks to
automatic grease lubrication based on
the number of running hours), easy
handling and a high standard of safety
are just some of the many benefits
offered by our KBA folders.

help minimise white and folder waste,
while primary and secondary sound
insulation dramatically reduces noise
emissions.

KBA KF 5
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Main drive
Cut-off cylinder
Collecting cylinder
Jaw cylinder
Differential gear (infinitely adjustable)
Main draw roller
Roller for cross-association
Draw-roller drive
Draw rollers
Jaw adjustment (motorised)
10-pocket paddle wheel
Over-/underfold adjustment
Delivery drive
Delivery belt
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KBA Patras A supporting a high-performance
Commander press line

treamlining the paper flow, from reel
reception and storage to on-demand
transfer to the reelstand, reel loading
and butt-end removal, is fast becoming
a key economic factor in printshop
calculations.

S
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KBA Patras reel-handling system
The Patras paper transport system (see
separate brochure) is module-based to
support a wide range of versions from
manual or automatic reel loading with
transfer table, rails and reel truck to a
complete reel logistics system, enabling
it to be custom-configured to suit
individual production scenarios and
plant architecture. At the highest
level of automation the new reels are

unloaded from the delivery trucks,
stored, prepared for splicing and loaded
onto the reelstands, and the expired
reels removed, with virtually no manual
intervention. With Patras A, reel
logistics from delivery to expiry are
embedded in the networked production
flow, bringing substantial savings in
time and waste, and therefore in costs.
KBA stripping station
Foot-operated controls and driven
rollers for raising the reel to the
required height enable the wrapping
to be removed quickly and with a
minimum of waste. The weight of the
reel prior to and after stripping, slab
waste removal and splice preparation
can be logged for internal evaluation
purposes.
For web speeds of more than 13mps
(2,560fpm) the Commander is configured
with our Pastomat RC reelstand
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press Reel Logistics

Just-in-Time Reel Supply
Integrated logistics

KBA Easy Splice
This is an automatic splice-preparation
unit engineered for a rapid throughput.
Automatic splice preparation and reel
changing enhance production efficiency
and ease handling by eliminating
potential operator errors and cutting
preparation times.
Reelstands
The Commander can be configured with
one of two new-generation reelstands,
depending on output, web width and
other specifications. Our Pastostar RC
is engineered for web speeds of up to
13mps (2,560fpm), a maximum reel
weight of 1.8t (3,968lbs) and maximum
web width of 1,680mm (66in). It is a
lower-priced alternative to our heavyduty Pastomat RC, which can handle

web speeds of up to 17.2mps
(3,386fpm) and reels weighing up to
6t (13,228 lbs). The Pastomat RC is
also available with an optional facility
for handling an enlarged reel diameter
of 1,524mm (60in)
Both types of beltless reelstand (see
separate brochures) are driven and
braked by robust AC servo motors
via the reel core. They also have
infinitely adjustable divided arms
for simultaneously handling reels of
different widths, enabling them to
support pagination changes on the fly.
The Pastostar RC and Pastomat RC have
distributed operating screens and are
fully embedded in the press control
system.

Both types of reelstand function
reliably and safely at high web speeds
and when handling heavy reels, need
little maintenance and are easy to
operate.
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Remote processing station with control display
at the reelstand

he control electronics and
automation systems for the
Commander are engineered to the
same standard of excellence as the
rest of the press to deliver a high level
of output and production flexibility,
minimise waste and support integration
into a fully networked production
scenario (digital workflow).

T
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The concept
The module-based automation system
affords tremendous flexibility in
accommodating individual
specifications. Cutting-edge control
consoles with a logical, productionoriented graphical user interface and
clearly laid out data screens represent a
basic package which can be expanded
with modules for press presetting,
process control, production monitoring
and data management.
The automation system best suited to
customer requirements is configured
jointly by KBA engineers and prominent
electronics suppliers with in-depth
experience in newspaper printing.

The automation system is basically a
three-level hierarchy (see schematic):
• Press control level
• Console level
• Process level
Press control level
The processing stations for press
control and drive systems are located
in the reelstand side-frames, printing
units, folder and other subassemblies.
They are linked to each other and to
the control console by high-powered
data bus systems.
The current operating status of the
press, and any malfunctions which may
occur, are reported instantly to the
console and remedial action initiated
automatically if the need arises. All
error messages are output as hard copy
and stored in a database for subsequent
analysis.
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press Automation

Intelligent and modular
Three-level automation hierarchy

Electronic control system

3 1

One of the many advantages of
distributed controls is that the
processing stations can be installed
before the press leaves the production
line, which reduces commissioning
times. Another is that the control
circuits and processes can be monitored
more effectively and problems
diagnosed more accurately. This
enhances the reliability of the press
and also makes it much easier to
service and maintain. The open,
modular system facilitates handling
and monitoring and affords a high
level of flexibility when extending or
modifying the press line.

3 1

4 1

2 1

3 1

3 1

4 1

4 1

2 1

4 1

5 6

7

9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Coupler
Folder control
Printing unit control
Reelstand control
Error-reporting system
Group control level
Console control level
Workstation for job scheduling
Server
Film or plate scanner, CTP
Optional interface for production
management system, workflow etc

5 6

7

7

10

7

11

8

Press controls
Console level
Process level
Data bus
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press Console Level

Ergonomic Workplace
Copy-based production
a standard feature

Cutting-edge console technology and an
advanced level of automation are standard
features of the Commander

he Commander control station is the
press operator’s primary workplace.
The automated press functions are
initiated, controlled and monitored
at height-adjustable, ergonomically

T

designed consoles located in a soundproofed control room and equipped
with high-resolution colour monitors.
Console level
Unlike many other presses, the standard
version of the Commander actively
supports copy-based production. Each
printing couple is automatically
assigned to a specific newspaper page.
To change colours or dampening
parameters all the minder has to do is
key in the relevant page and/or colour.
With press-based production a specific
printing couple is selected and
production parameters such as ink,
water, web tension, web leads, folder
etc are preset to reduce makeready
times.
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Press operation from the control station
is simplified by a logical, ergonomically
designed selection keyboard and
positioning systems with comparison of
reference and actual values. Makeready
times can be dramatically shortened by
keying in target values.
A mobile keyboard can be plugged into
the printing units to simplify setting
tasks, maintenance and servicing.
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Process level
The console level can be expanded
by the addition of a production
management system whose workstations
incorporate full-graphic screens and
file servers and are linked by highpowered data buses. Standard features
include modules for master files, job
scheduling, presetting and data
storage.

The system can be expanded with the
following optional components:
• Management systems for embedding
the entire newspaper plant in a
universal workflow
• RIP interface for transferring inking
data from the CTP imagesetters to the
presetting system
• Maintenance module
• Interface to editorial, materials
management and production planning
systems
• Plate-data displays at the press as
an aid for the press crew during plate
changes
• Logging system for reel data
• Expanded error-reporting and
production-data logging system
with self-monitoring of all control
components
• Editing of error messages with
instructions for service personnel
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he Commander incorporates cuttingedge technology to deliver a
superlative print quality. Its high net
production output, fast makeready,
low waste levels and easy handling,
supported by extensive automation,
have gained it a reputation for
excellence in the global marketplace.
Commander presses at medium- and
large-scale newspaper production plants
in Europe, North America, Asia and
North Africa print high-volume runs
of top-quality colour newspapers and
semi-commercials day in and day out.
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KBA COMMANDER Newspaper Press Specifications

KBA Commander
At a glance

Commander 4/2
Web width1:
Cylinder circumferences:
Maximum output2:
Printing units:
Commander 6/2
Maximum web width1:
Cylinder circumferences:
Maximum output:
Printing units:
Commander 4/1
Maximum web width3:
Cut-off:
Maximum output3:
Printing units:

1200 - 2000 mm/47.24 - 78.74 in
900 - 1260 mm/35.43 - 49.6 in
90,000 cph
H-type in four-high tower
9-cylinder satellite towers
2400 mm/94.5 in
900 - 1260 mm/35.43 - 49.6 in
90,000 cph
9-cylinder satellites
1680 mm/66.14 in
470 - 598,5 mm/18.5 - 23.5 in
86,000 cph
9-cylinder satellites

Shaftless drives
DriveTronic with one dedicated AC drive for each printing
couple or steel impression cylinder
depending on format
configurations for specific formats and copy thicknesses, or with a KF 3 folder
or Pastostar RC reelstand, may reduce maximum output
3 depending on cut-off and choice of features
1

Pastomat RC reelstand
Maximum reel diameter:
Maximum reel weight:
Maximum splicing speed:
Pastostar RC reelstand
Maximum reel diameter:
Maximum reel weight:
Maximum splicing speed:
KF 3 folder
2:3:3 cylinder ratio
Maximum output collect:
KF 5 folder
2:5:5 cylinder ratio
Maximum output collect:
KF 7 folder
2:7:7 cylinder ratio
Maximum output collect:
RF 3 folder
3:2 cylinder ratio
Maximum output collect:

1270 mm/50 in; 1524 mm/60 in
2.2 t/4,850 lbs; 3.2 t/7,055 lbs;
4.0 t/8,818 lbs; 6.0 t/13,228 lbs
17.2 mps/3,386 fpm
1,270 mm/50 in
1.8 t/3,968 lbs
13 mps/2,560 fpm

80 broadsheet pages

120 broadsheet pages

144 broadsheet pages

160 broadsheet pages

2
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The KBA Commander
is manufactured by Koenig & Bauer AG,
which reserves the right to carry out
modifications without prior notice.
No part of this publication may be
reproduced in any way without the
manufacturer’s permission. Illustrations
may depict special features not included
in the basic press price.
For further information please contact
our sales department at:
Koenig & Bauer AG
Würzburg Facility
Postfach 60 60
97010 Würzburg, Germany
Friedrich-Koenig-Str. 4
97080 Würzburg, Germany
Tel: (+49) 931 909-0
Fax: (+49) 931 909-4101
Web: www.kba-print.com
E-mail: kba-wuerzburg@kba-print.de
06/2007-e. Printed in Germany
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